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Abstract
We consider a nonhomogeneous Euler{Bernoulli beam with rotatory inertia at the tip. Uniform boundary stabilization
of this system is proved via the frequency-domain multiplier method. We also show that this system is associated with a
C0 group and has a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider a hybrid system consists of a nonhomogeneous Euler{Bernoulli beam linked to a
rigid body. The system is governed by the following equations:
(x)ytt + (p(x)y00)00 = 0; (x; t) 2 (0; L) (0;1);
y(0; t) = y0(0; t) = 0;
Jy0tt(L; t) + p(L)y
00(L; t) = m(t);
Mytt(L; t)− (py00)0(L; t) = h(t);
(1.1)
where prime represents the derivative with respect to the spatial variable x; J is the rotatory inertia
of the tip mass M ; m(t); h(t) are controls applied at the end x = L: and the coecient functions
(x); p(x) 2 C1 satisfy (x)>0> 0; p(x)>p0> 0:
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The energy of system (1.1) is dened by
E(t) =
1
2
Z L
0
[p(x)jy00(x; t)j2 + (x)jyt(x; t)j2] dx + J2 jy
0
t(L; t)j2 +
M
2
jyt(L; t)j2: (1.2)
We say that system (1.1) is exponentially stabilizable if there exists a feedback control law such
that the energy of the closed-loop system decays exponentially, i.e.,
E(t)6Ke−tE(0); 8t > 0 (1.3)
for some constants K; > 0 and all the initial values with nite energy.
In the case of constant coecients, there are many papers in the literature on the stabilizability
of system (1.1). Littman and Markus [8] proved that using the feedback law
m(t) =−1y0t(L; t);
h(t) =−2yt(L; t);
(1.4)
where 1; 2> 0, (1.1) is strongly stabilizable, but not exponentially stabilizable. Rao [11] proved
the lack of exponential stabilizability for a general feedback law
m(t) =−1y(L; t)− 2y0(L; t)− 3yt(L; t)− 4y0t(L; t);
h(t) =−1y(L; t)− 2y0(L; t)− 3yt(L; t)− 4y0t(L; t)
(1.5)
with i; i; i= 1; : : : ; 4 being any real numbers. In the same paper, he also obtained the exponential
stabilizability of (1.1) with the high-order feedback law
m(t) = y000t (L; t);
h(t) =−y00t (L; t):
(1.6)
In his subsequent paper [12], Rao studied the plate version of system (1.1). When reduced to the
beam problem, his result implies that when J = 0 and M > 0, (1.1) is exponentially stabilizable
by the feedback law (1.4) with 1; 2> 0. However, the case of J > 0 and M = 0 was left as an
open question. This problem was solved recently by Liu and Liu [6], and Xu and Chentouf [13]
using two dierent methods. More precisely, they proved that if J > 0 and M = 0, system (1.1) is
also exponentially stabilizable by the feedback law (1.4) with 1; 2> 0. The fully degenerated case
J = M = 0 was considered in [2].
As for the case of nonhomogeneous beam, to our knowledge, similar results are not available in
the literature. This paper is devoted to the following closed-loop system for nonhomogeneous beam
with rotatory inertia at the tip:
(x)ytt + (p(x)y00)00 = 0; (x; t) 2 (0; L) (0;1);
y(0; t) = y0(0; t) = 0;
Jy0tt(L; t) + p(L)y
00(L; t) =−1y0t(L; t);
(py00)0(L; t) = 2yt(L; t):
(1.7)
System (1.7) corresponds to the situation that a nonhomogeneous beam linked with a large but very
light antenna so that the mass M can be omitted but not the bending moment of inertia J . We will
prove that the energy of (1.7) decays exponentially. Moreover, we will establish time reversibility
and spectral completeness of system (1.7) by the theory developed recently in [7].
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2. Exponential stabilization
We rst formulate system (1.7) as a rst-order evolution equation in certain Hilbert space. Let
Y = fy 2 H 2(0; 1) jy(0) = y0(0) = 0g; V = L2(0; 1):
Dene the Hilbert space
H= Y  V  C
equipped with the inner product
h(y1; v1; 1); (y2; v2; 2)iH1 =
Z L
0
(p(x)y001 y
00
2 + (x)v1 v2) dx + J1 2: (2.1)
Furthermore, we dene an operator A in H by
D(A) =
(
(y; v; )
 y; v 2 Y; p(x)y
00 2 H 2(0; 1);
(py00)0(L) = 2v(L); = v0(L)
)
; (2.2)
A(y; v; ) =

v; − 1
(x)
(p(x)y00)00; −p(L)
J
y00(L)− 1
J


; (2.3)
Let z = (y; v; ). Then systems (1.7) can be written as a rst-order evolution equation in H
dz
dt
=Az: (2.4)
Theorem 2.1. A generates a C0 semigroup; etA; of contractions on H; and A−1 2 L(H) is a
compact operator.
Proof. For z = (y; v; ) 2 D(A), we have
RehAz; ziH=Re
Z L
0
[pv00y00 − (py00)00v] dx − (py00)(L)− 1jj2
=−2jv(L)j2 − 1jj260: (2.5)
Thus, A is dissipative. For any (f1; f2; f3) 2H, we can solve the equation
A(y; v; ) = (f1; f2; f3); (y; v; ) 2 D(A):
It is easy to see that there exists some K > 0 independent of (f1; f2; f3) such that
k(y; v; )kH6Kk(f1; f2; f3)kH: (2.6)
Therefore, A−1 2L(H), 0 2 (A), and A is closed. It follows that the range R(−A) =H for
suciently small > 0. By Theorem 4:6 in [9], D(A) =H. The generation of C0 semigroup now
follows from the Lumer{Phillips theorem. By the compactness of embedding H 2(0; 1) ,! C1[0; 1]
(Ref. [1]) we know that A−1 is also a compact operator.
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It is clear that the exponential decay property (1.3) holds if and only if etA is exponentially stable.
We will employ the following frequency-domain theorem for exponential stability of a C0 semigroup
of contractions on a Hilbert space [3,4,10]:
Lemma 2.1. A C0 semigroup etA of contractions on a Hilbert space is exponentially stable if and
only if
(A)fi j 2 Rg  iR; (2.7)
and
lim
jj!1
k(i −A)−1k<1: (2.8)
Theorem 2.2. Let 0<; p 2 C1[0; L]. Suppose condition (2:7) holds for A dened in (2:2){(2:3).
Then; condition (2:8) holds.
Proof. Suppose it is false. By the Resonance Theorem, there exist a sequence of real numbers
n !1 and a sequence of vectors zn = (yn; vn; n) 2 D(A) with kznkH = 1 such that
k(inI −A)znkH ! 0 as n!1; (2.9)
i.e.,
inyn − vn  fn ! 0 in Y; (2.10)
invn +
1
(x)
(p(x)y00n )
00  gn ! 0 in V: (2.11)
inn +
p(L)
J
y00n (L) +
1
J
n  hn ! 0 in C: (2.12)
Our goal is to derive from (2.9) that kznkH converges to zero. Thus, a contradiction.
In view of (2.5), we have
k(inI −A)znkH> jReh(inI −A)zn; zniHj
= jRehAzn; zniHj
= 2jvn(L)j2 + 1jnj2: (2.13)
Then, by (2.9) and the denition of D(A),
2jvn(L)j= j(py00n )0(L)j ! 0; (2.14)
jnj= jv0n(L)j ! 0: (2.15)
This further leads to
jnyn(L)j ! 0; (2.16)
jny0n(L)j ! 0 (2.17)
due to (2.10) and the trace theorem.
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In summary, we already have the following:
lim
n!1 jnyn(L)j= limn!1 jny
0
n(L)j= limn!1 j(py
00
n )
0(L)j= 0;
yn(0) = y0n(0) = 0:
(2.18)
Next, we will show
lim
n!1 jy
00
n (L)j= 0 (2.19)
by a special multiplier technique. To proceed, we solve vn from Eq. (2.11) and substitute it into
(2.12) to get
− 2nyn +
1
(x)
[p(x)y00n ]
00 = gn + infn: (2.20)
Let
(x) =
Z L
x

(s)
p(s)
1=4
ds
which is in C2[0; L], and equals to zero at x=L. Denote n=
pjnj. We then take the inner product
of (2.20) with (=n)e−n in L2(0; L) to get
h−3nyn; e−ni+

(py00n )
00;
1
n
e−n

=

gn + infn;

n
e−n

: (2.21)
The right-hand side of (2.21) converges to zero since

gn;

n
e−n
6Ckgnk ! 0; (2.22)
and
jhnfn; e−nij=

Z L
0

0
fn de
−n(x)

=
 (L)0(1)fn(L)−
Z L
0


0
fn
0
e−n dx
6CkfnkY ! 0: (2.23)
For the second term on the left-hand side of (2.21), after integrating by parts twice, we obtain

(py00n )
00;
1
n
e−n

= hpy00n ; n(0)2e−ni − p(L)y00n (L)

p(L)
(L)
1=4
+ o(1): (2.24)
Here, we have used boundary conditions (2.18) and the fact that e−n(0) converges to zero faster
than any polynomial of n to estimate the boundary terms. We also used the facts that
k00k6C; kpy00n k6C; ke−n(x)k ! 0: (2.25)
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Furthermore,
hpy00n ; n(0)2e−ni
=hny0n; (p(0)2)0e−ni+ h2ny0n; p(0)3e−ni+ o(1)
=h2ny0n; p(0)3e−ni+ o(1)
=− h2nyn; (p(0)3)0e−ni+ h3nyn; p(0)4e−ni+ o(1)
=h3nyn; p(0)4e−ni+ o(1); (2.26)
where we have used the boundedness of kny0nk and k2nynk in addition to those used in obtain-
ing (2.24).
Substituting (2.22){(2.24) and (2.26) into (2.21), we obtain the boundary estimate (2.19).
With the boundary conditions (2.18){(2.19) at hand, we are ready to carry out the last step of
our contradiction argument. Let q(x) be a function in C2[0; 1] with q(0) = 0. We take the inner
product of (2.20) with qy0n in V ,
h−2n(x)yn + [p(x)y00n ]00; qy0ni= hgn + infn; (x)qy0ni: (2.27)
The inner product on the right-hand side of (2.27) converges to zero since
jhgn; (x)qy0nij6Ckgnk kynkY ! 0 (2.28)
and
jhnfn; (x)qy0nij6C(kfnkYk knynk+ jfn(L)nyn(L)j)! 0: (2.29)
Using integration by parts and the boundary conditions (2.18){(2.19), we rewrite (2.27) asZ L
0
(q0 + 0q)jnynj2 dx +
Z L
0
[3pq0 − p0q]jy00n j2 dx ! 0: (2.30)
One can always choose the function q(x) so that
q0 + 0q and 3pq0 − p0q
are strictly positive on [0; L]. For example, q(x) = eax − 1 with a satisfying
max
k0k1
0
;
kp0k1
3p0

<a<1:
Therefore, it follows from (2.30) and (2.10) that
kynkY ; kvnk ! 0: (2.31)
This and (2.15) give the promised contradiction.
Next, we turn our attention to the verication of (2.7).
Theorem 2.3. Let 0<; p 2 C1[0; L] and let p be piecewise C2 smooth. Then; condition (2:7)
holds.
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Proof. Suppose there is a nonzero i 2 (A). Then, there exists a z = (y; v; ) 2 D(A) with
kzkH = 1 such that
iz −Az = 0: (2.32)
Taking the real part of the inner product of (2.32) with z in H and referring to (2.5), we obtain
jv(L)j= jj= 0: (2.33)
In view of the denition of D(A), we can reduce (2.32) to
− (x)2y + (py00)00 = 0; (2.34)
y(0) = y0(0) = y(L) = y0(L) = y00(L) = (py00)0(L) = 0: (2.35)
It follows from the uniqueness of solution to an initial value problem of ODE that y  0. By (2.32),
v  0. We reach a contradiction with kzkH = 1.
Theorem 2.4. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 2:3; the semigroup etA dened by
(2:2){(2:3) is exponentially stable.
Proof. It simply follows Lemma 2:1 and Theorems 2:2 and 2:3.
3. Backward wellposedness and spectral completeness
Recently, Liu and Russell [7] obtained the following results:
Lemma 3.1. The innitesimal generator A of a C0 semigroup on a Hilbert spaceH also generates
a C0 group if A has compact resolvent and there exist T; > 0 such thatZ T
0
ketAZ0k2H dt>kZ0k2H 8Z0 2H: (3.1)
Lemma 3.2. The innitesimal generator A of a C0 group on a Hilbert space has a complete
system of generalized eigenvectors if for some 0; (0I −A)−1 is a compact operator of nite
order.
A compact operator L is said to be of nite order if the sequence of eigenvalues (counting
multiplicities) of LL is in lq for some 16q<1. These results provide an ecient method
for establishing backward wellposedness and spectral completeness of elastic systems with boundary
damping; see [5]. In this section, we will apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Operator A dened by (2:2){(2:3) is the innitesimal generator of a C0 group and
has a complete system of generalized eigenfunctions.
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Proof. We need verify (3.1) for Z0 2 D(A2). Set (y(; t); v(; t); (t))=etA Z0: For Z0=(y0; v0; 0) 2
D(A2), we know that
y 2 C2([0;1); Y ) \ C([0;1);H 3(0; L)); yt = v; (t) = y0t(L; t) (3.2)
and y satises (1.7). Thus,
ketAZ0k2H = 2E(t) =
Z L
0
(jpy00(x; t)j2 + jyt(x; t)j2) dx + J jy0t(L; t)j2: (3.3)
We may assume, without loss of generality, that y(x; t) is real valued. Multiplying the rst equation
of (1.7) by yt and integrating by parts, we obtain
E(0)− E(t) =
Z t
0
[2yt(L; s)2 + 1y0t(L; s)
2] ds: (3.4)
It follows that
TE(0)−
Z T
0
E(t) dt =
Z T
0
(T − t)[2yt(L; t)2 + 1y0t(L; t)2] dt: (3.5)
We now multiply the rst equation of (1.7) by (T − t)xy0 and integrate in x and t to get
Z T
0
Z L
0
[ytt + (py00)00](T − t)xy0 dx dt = 0: (3.6)
Then we integrate by parts:
Z T
0
Z L
0
ytt(T − t)xy0 dx dt=−
Z L
0
Txy00v0 dx −
1
2
Z T
0
L(L)(T − t)yt(L; t)2 dt
+
Z T
0
Z L
0

xy0yt +
T − t
2
(x)0y2t

dx dt; (3.7)
Z L
0
(py00)00xy0 dx= L2yt(L; t)y0(L; t) +
Z L
0

3p
2
− xp0

(y00)2 dx
−p(L)y00(L; t)

y0(L; t) +
L
2
y00(L; t)

: (3.8)
Thus, we have
Z T
0
(T − t)L[(L)yt(L; t)2 + p(L)y00(L; t)2] dt + 2T
Z L
0
xy00v0 dx
62
Z T
0
(T − t)y0(L; t)[L2yt(L; t)− p(L)y00(L; t)] dt + C1
Z T
0
E(t) dt; (3.9)
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where C1 is some positive number independent of Z0. SinceZ T
0
(T − t)y0(L; t)y00(L; t) dt6
Z T
0
(T − t)y00(L; t)2 dt + LT

Z T
0
Z L
0
(y00)2 dx dt (3.10)
for all > 0, combination of (3.5) and(3.9) yields
TE(0)6− 2T
Z L
0
xy00v0 dx + CT
Z T
0
E(t) dt (3.11)
for some CT > 0 independent of Z0. Applying a standard compactness argument, we can now obtain
the desired estimate (3.1).
Dene in V
D(A) = fv 2 Y jpv00 2 H 2(0; L); (pv00)(L) = (pv00)0(L) = 0g;
Av=
1

(pv00)00:
(3.12)
Then A is a positive-denite self-adjoint operator with A−1 being a compact operator of nite order.
Let
L=
0
B@
0 −A−1 0
I 0 0
0 0 0
1
CA : (3.13)
L is a compact operator on H of nite order. It is easy to prove that A−1 −L has nite rank.
Thus A−1 is a compact operator of nite order.
Similar results have also been obtained in [5] for plate equations with boundary dissipation.
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